Geophysical analysis of an area affected by subsurface dissolution – case study of an inland salt marsh in northern Thuringia, Germany
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Abstract. The subsurface dissolution of soluble rocks can affect areas over a long period of time and pose a severe hazard. We show the benefits of a combined approach using P-wave- and S_H-wave reflection seismics, electrical resistivity tomography, transient electromagnetics, and gravimetry for a better understanding of the dissolution process. The study area, 'Esperstedter Ried' in northern Thuringia, Germany, located south of the Kyffhäuser hills, is a large inland salt marsh that developed due to dissolution of soluble rocks at approximately 300 m depth. We were able to locate buried dissolution structures and -zones, faults and fractures, and potential fluid pathways, aquifers and aquitards based on seismic and electromagnetic surveys. Further improvement of the model was accomplished by analyzing gravimetry data that indicates dissolution-induced mass movement, as shown by local minima of the Bouguer anomaly for the Esperstedter Ried. Forward modelling of the gravimetry data, in combination with the seismic results, delivered a cross section through the inland salt marsh from north to south. We conclude that tectonic movements during the Tertiary, which led to the uplift of the Kyffhäuser hills and the formation of faults parallel and perpendicular to the low mountain range, were the initial trigger for subsurface dissolution. The faults and the fractured Triassic and Lower Tertiary deposits serve as fluid pathways for groundwater to leach the deep Permian Zechstein deposits, since dissolution and erosional processes are more intense near faults. The artesian-confined salt water rises towards the surface along the faults and fracture networks, and formed the inland salt marsh over time. In the past, dissolution of the Zechstein formations formed several, now buried, sagging and collapse structures, and, since the entire region is affected by recent sinkhole development, dissolution is still ongoing. From the results of this study, we suggest that the combined geophysical investigation of areas prone to subsurface dissolution can improve the knowledge of control factors, hazardous areas, and thus local dissolution processes.

1 Introduction

The subsurface dissolution/leaching of soluble rocks poses a major geohazard, especially if it occurs in urbanized areas (Gutiérrez et al., 2014; Parise, 2015a). In particular the formation of sinkholes, also called dolines, can cause building and infrastruc-
ture damage and life-threatening situations (Beck, 1988; Waltham et al., 2005; Parise et al., 2015b). Therefore, to gain a better understanding of the dissolution process, its controlling factors and the resulting structures is of high importance.

The subsurface dissolution process requires the presence of soluble rocks (e.g. evaporites), unsaturated groundwater or meteoric water, and fractures, joints or faults which may serve as fluid pathways (Davies, 1951; White & White, 1969; Waltham et al., 2005; De Waele et al., 2017). In general, this process can form different kind of sinkhole types. The most recent sinkhole classification proposed by Gutiérrez et al. (2014), which integrates the classification schemes by e.g. Beck (2005), Waltham et al. (2005), and Gutiérrez et al. (2008), and was updated by e.g. Parise (2019) and Parise (2022), groups them into two categories, solution sinkholes and subsidence sinkholes. Solution sinkholes are formed due to lowering of the ground surface caused by corrosion of exposed soluble rocks, and subsidence sinkholes are generated by both subsurface dissolution and downward gravitational mass movement. Subsidence sinkholes can be further subdivided based on affected materials (cover, bedrock, and caprock) and the subsidence mechanisms (collapse, sagging, and suffosion). Collapse sinkholes are characterized by brittle deformation and upward migrating cavities and rock failure, finally resulting in sudden collapse of the ground surface with steep edges. Sagging sinkholes are caused by passive bending of sediments due to differential dissolution and the lack of basal support. A large difference compared to the other types of subsidence sinkholes is that no cavities are required to generate a sagging sinkhole. And suffosion sinkholes develop due to the downward migration of unconsolidated sediments through voids. In nature, however, sinkholes are often not so easy to classify, as they often have a polygenetic origin.

Several studies have dealt with the understanding of the processes and the imaging of subsurface dissolution structures, such as cavities, sinkholes, and depressions, using different types of methods. The most suitable methods for the monitoring of sinkhole development are aerial photos, differential GPS, and radar interferometry (Yechieli et al., 2002; Abelson et al., 2003; Iovine et al., 2010; Abou Karaki et al., 2019; Watson et al., 2019; Zumpano et al., 2019; Vey et al., 2021). For the detection of cavities and mass movement, gravimetric methods have shown to be useful (Neumann, 1977; Butler, 1984), as they also deliver information about possible cavity fills, as do electrical resistivity tomography (ERT), and various electromagnetic methods (Militzer et al., 1979; Bosch & Müller, 2001; Miensopust et al., 2015; Kaufmann et al., 2018). To obtain an image of the subsurface the most common techniques are ground-penetrating radar (Kaspar & Pecen, 1975; Batayneh et al., 2002) and reflection seismics (Steeples et al., 1986; Miller & Steeples, 2008; Krawczyk et al., 2012; Margiotta et al., 2016; Wadas et al., 2016). Several studies in karst regions using P-wave reflection seismics have been carried out (Evans et al., 1994; Keydar et al., 2012), but investigations using $S_H$-wave reflection seismics that enable high-resolution imaging of the near-surface (Krawczyk et al., 2012; Wadas et al., 2016, 2017; Polom et al., 2018), or even in combination with P-waves, are sparse or missing. Since subsurface dissolution and the development of its corresponding structures are a complex phenomenon, a combination of various methods (e.g. Malehmir et al. (2016); Al-Halbouni et al. (2021); Ezersky et al. (2021)) is needed to better understand the components and controlling factors associated with it. The more boundary conditions that constrain the processes and the structures that can be determined, the better, e.g., dynamic models (Augarde et al., 2003; Shalev et al., 2006; Al-Halbouni et al., 2019) can be adapted in order to make better predictions of hazardous areas.

In this study, we show the benefits of a combined approach using P- and $S_H$-wave reflection seismics including ERT (Doetsch et al., 2012; Wiederhold et al., 2013; Ronczka et al., 2017; Nickschick et al., 2019; Tanner et al., 2020), transient electromag-
netics (TEM; Rochlitz et al. (2018); Steuer et al. (2011)) and gravimetry (Eppelbaum et al., 2008; Ezersky et al., 2013b; Flechsig et al., 2015) to better understand the local subsurface dissolution of an inland salt marsh in Thuringia, Germany. We analyze different types of subsidence sinkholes like collapse sinkholes and depressions/sagging sinkholes and determine the vertical and lateral fluid pathways and areas of subsurface mass movement. Furthermore, we recommend a workflow for geophysical investigation of areas prone to subsurface dissolution and sinkhole development, and to determine control factors and hazardous areas.

2 Geology

Germany suffers from a widespread sinkhole problem, because soluble deposits are close to the surface in many areas (Gold- scheider & Bechtel, 2009; Krawczyk et al., 2012; Kaufmann, 2014; Wadas et al., 2016; Kaufmann et al., 2018). One of the main areas affected by subsurface dissolution is located along the Kyffhäuser-Southern-Margin-Fault (KSMF) in Thuringia. The Esperstedter Ried to the south of the Kyffhäuser hills is part of this area. It is a 5 km² wide sag and it is the largest inland salt marsh of Thuringia (Fig. 1). It developed due to leaching of salt-bearing rocks at approximately 300 m depth (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b).

2.1 Geological evolution

The Kyffhäuser hills have a N–S extension of 6 km, a W–E extension of 13 km, and they are one of the smallest low mountain ranges in Germany. To the south, the hills are bounded by the northward-dipping, W–E striking KSMF, a major thrust fault (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b).

An epicontinental ocean, the Zechstein Sea, covered the area during the Permian, and due to sea level changes, conglomerates, carbonates, sulfates, and salt were cyclically deposited (Richter-Bernburg, 1953). As a result, the central part of the Kyffhäuser hills consists of sandstones and conglomerates, and the southern part consists of gypsum and anhydrite. The main Zechstein Formations south of the hills are the Werra-, Staßfurt- and Leine Formations (z1–z3). Anhydrite and gypsum of z1 to z2 formations represent the main horizon affected by dissolution in the research area (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b). The erosion of the Variscan Orogen at the Permian-Carboniferous transition led to deposition of eroded material in the Molasse Basin, and today these clastic sediments form the central part of the Kyffhäuser hills (Schriel, 1922; Knoth & Schwab, 1972). Triassic deposits are only found at isolated locations, and Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks have been completely eroded (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b; Reuter, 1962). During the Upper Cretaceous and the Tertiary, the low mountain range was uplifted and tilted, which resulted in the formation of a fault scarp to the north and a southward-dipping terrain (Freyberg, 1923). Tertiary deposits are found near Bad Frankenhausen and Esperstedt, and Quaternary sediments, such as silt and loess, cover a large area (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b).

The presence of salt springs and the occurrence of sinkholes and depressions in the near-surface indicate soluble rocks in the underground such as the Zechstein formations, and they show that Bad Frankenhausen and Esperstedt are affected by subsurface dissolution (Reuter, 1962).
2.2 Stratigraphy

Five boreholes are used for the later correlation of seismic reflectors and stratigraphy (Figs. 2 & 3). The Zechstein formation (z) is the oldest one drilled. In the research area, the Zechstein consists of the Werra-, Staßfurt- and Leine Formations (z1–z3). North and south of the Esperstedter Ried, the Zechstein formations are much closer to the surface than in the central part of the salt marsh. The Permian is followed by deposits of the Triassic Lower Buntsandstein (su). In two boreholes (94/1962 and 15/1952) the base of the Triassic and the top of the Permian deposits could not clearly be determined, whereas borehole 01/1971, with a drilling depth of ca. 180 m, did not reach the Triassic sandstones. Tertiary (t) sediments are found in borehole 15/1952 with 1.70 m of silt and brown coal, and in borehole 01/1971 with 157.50 m of sand, gravel, clay, silt, and brown coal. Quaternary (q) deposits, like gravel, sand, and silt are found in all five boreholes. The thickness varies between 1 m in the northeast to 100 m in the center, and to 20 m in the southwest. The first increasing and than decreasing thickness of sediments from north to south is an indicator for a basin-like structure in front of the mountain range.

3 Data acquisition methods

East of Bad Frankenhausen in the Esperstedter Ried, P- and S_H-wave reflection seismic surveys as well as ERT, fixed loop TEM and gravimetric measurements were carried out along several profiles (Fig. 3).
Figure 2. Stratigraphy of five boreholes in and around the Esperstedter Ried. The locations can be found in Fig. 3. The stratigraphic units were used for the interpretation of the seismic profiles.

3.1 P-wave reflection seismic

The aim of the P-wave reflection seismics was to image the large-scale geological structures to about 300 m depth. For the survey we used a 3 t hydraulically-driven vibrator (HVP-30) as seismic source, which excited compressional waves using a linear 16 s sweep from 20 Hz to 140 Hz at 10 m spacing. At each vibrator location, 3 vibrations were excited. For recording we used 360 one-component vertical geophones planted in the ground at 5 m intervals (Fig. 4), resulting in an active recording line of 1800 m length. The vibrator operated in an asymmetric split spread mode, every 360 m the line was moved forward when the vibrator reached the center of the line. This resulted in a minimum offset of 840 m for each shot and a CMP fold varying
Figure 3. Esri ArcGIS map showing the locations of the P-wave (light blue lines) and the $S_H$-wave (red lines) reflection seismic profiles, the gravimetric profile (dark blue line), the ERT profile (pink line), the TEM profiles (yellow lines) and the boreholes (orange dots). The thrust fault (KSMF) is marked by a dashed black line with triangles on the hanging wall.

between 72 and 96 traces along the line. The overall profile length was around 3 km (P1) and 5 km (P2) respectively. The data was already correlated in the field using the sweep sent by the sweep generator and the sample rate was 2 ms with a recording length of 3 s.

3.2 $S_H$-wave reflection seismic

The purpose of the $S_H$-wave reflection seismics was to image the near-subsurface at higher resolution compared to P-waves, and thus detect small-scale features associated with local geology and subsurface dissolution. In case of water-saturated soft sediments, which are found in the Esperstedter Ried, the velocity of the $S_H$-wave is significantly slower compared to the P-wave velocity, and this results in high-resolution images of the near-surface (e.g. Dasios et al., 1999; Inazaki, 2004; Malehmir, 2019). We conducted two $S_H$-wave reflection seismic surveys that have a profile length of around 1 km (S1) and 670 m (S2),
respectively. We used a hydraulically-driven vibrator (MHV-4S) that excited horizontally-polarized shear waves in a sweep frequency range of 10 Hz to 80 Hz with a sweep length of 10 s and a record length of 14 s. The source spacing was 4 m and at each vibrator location 2 vibrations were excited using alternating polarities. As receivers, 120 one-component horizontal geophones of type SM-6 combined in a landstreamer were utilized (Fig. 4). The landstreamer is adapted for near-surface reflection seismic profiling on paved or compacted ground and uses a fixed geophone spacing of 1 m. The streamer was pulled by a car that contained a Geometrics Geode recording system. A split-spread geometry was used with the source and the receivers moving forward. After surveying 60 m, the landstreamer was moved 60 m forward, while the source moved continuously 4 m forward, resulting in a CMP fold of 16 to 24 traces for S1 and 32 to 48 traces for S2. The main advantage of this source-receiver combination on paved ground is the suppression of surface Love waves (Polom et al., 2010, 2013; Krawczyk et al., 2012, 2013).

### 3.3 ERT & TEM

The goal of the electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) and the transient electromagnetic (TEM) surveys was to investigate the subsurface resistivity distribution to determine zones of dissolution and areas of potential saltwater rise. Whereas the large-scale direct current measurements provide robust information about the general resistivity structure, but with comparatively poor resolution, TEM is especially suited to resolve good conductors down to a few hundred metres depth (Milsom & Eriksen, 2011). The ERT survey was conducted with a dipole-dipole configuration using 26 pairs of electrodes with approximately 200 m spacing along the 4.5 km N–S profile. The transmitter provided up to 30 A of source current, voltages were recorded with nine remotely-controlled data loggers (Fig. 4) developed at LIAG (Oppermann & Günther, 2018).

The ERT was restricted by power lines, roads and a gas pipe. By choosing a fixed-loop setup for the TEM survey, it was possible to cover parts of the profile that are nearly unaffected by strong artificial electromagnetic noise. Receiver positions had 50 m spacing in N–S direction and are placed across four large transmitter loops with 250 m × 250 m dimensions. For more information about the survey and specific details of sensors and data analysis, we refer to Rochlitz et al. (2018).

### 3.4 Gravimetry

The gravity survey (TLUBN, 2017) was carried out by the company Geophysik GGD mbH in 2013 on behalf of the Thuringian State Institute for Environment, Mining and Conservation (TLUBN). Its aim was to complement information from the reflection seismic surveys by imaging density contrasts in the subsurface of the Esperstedter Ried and to facilitate 2D forward modelling, where structural information from reflection seismic interpretation is available as a constraint. The focus was more on the regional basin structure than on local, surface inhomogeneities. The gravity survey was carried out along a profile with a station spacing of 100 m, using a Scintrex CG-5M quartz gravimeter with nominal ± 0.005 mgal standard deviation of repeated measurements. The positions and elevations were determined by differential GNSS or by total station surveys with a standard deviation of ± 0.02 m. To enable a map-based qualitative interpretation, supplementary gravity data from the regional survey of Thuringia, acquired in the second part of the 20th century, with a mean point distance of 1 km to 2 km and standard deviations between ± 0.01 mgal and ± 0.06 mgal (Conrad, 1996) completed the dataset.
Figure 4. Seismic (a-d) and ERT (e-g) equipment of LIAG used during the field campaigns. For the seismic surveys hydraulic P-wave and S-wave vibrators (a) were used as active seismic sources, vertical/horizontal geophones (b & d) were used as receivers, and a Geometrics Geode recording system (c). For the ERT surveys, a mobile power source consisting of a generator (e), electricity power inputs plugged into the ground (f), and an adapted recording system (g; photo taken from Oppermann & Günther (2018)) were utilized.

4 Data processing

4.1 P-wave reflection seismic

The processing of the P-wave data was carried out using the processing software SeisSpace by Halliburton. The first processing steps of the P-wave data were quality control, vertical stack of 3 repeated shot records, geometry assignment (Fig. 5a), muting of surface waves and application refraction statics (Fig. 5b). This was followed by spectral balancing to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio) of the reflection events and a scaling using an automatic gain control (AGC) with a 500 ms window (Fig. 5c). In preparation for the pre-stack depth migration (PSMD), short wavelength refraction statics and residual statics were carried out, and with an interactive velocity analysis an initial velocity model was calculated. A Kirchhoff pre-stack depth migration algorithm was applied and the velocity model was iteratively improved by residual moveout (RMO) analysis of the common reflection point (CRP) gathers. Finally, the CRPs were further processed using an additional spectral balancing, a top trace mute, and a frequency-wavenumber (F-K) filter to improve S/N ratio and resolution (Fig. 5d). For detailed explanations of the processing algorithms, see e.g. Hatton et al. (1986), Lavergne (1989), and Yilmaz (2001).

4.2 $S_{H}$-wave reflection seismic

The processing of the $S_{H}$-wave data was carried out using the processing software VISTA Version 10.028 by Gedco (now Schlumberger). At first, each record was visually examined for quality assessment, and then vibroseis correlation and geometry assignment using crooked-line binning with 0.5 m bin interval were carried out. The next steps included amplitude balancing
and frequency filtering to enhance the reflection response and to attenuate noise to improve the resolution and the data quality. For this purpose an automatic gain control (AGC, 200 ms; Fig. 5e), a bandpass filter (10/12 Hz–72/74 Hz) and amplitude normalization were applied to the data. Then the two shot records of each vibrator location were vertically stacked to improve the S/N ratio due to a reduction of statistically-distributed noise and an amplification of the seismic response. This was followed by a top mute (Fig. 5f) and a F-K filter to eliminate noise and harmonic distortions (Fig. 5g). To prepare the data for the following interactive and iterative velocity analysis, the datasets were sorted from shot domain sort to CMP domain sort. The manual picking of velocities was performed using semblance, offset gathers and constant velocity stacks. With normal-moveout (NMO) corrections, the reflection hyperbolas were corrected to get zero-offset travel times and residual statics corrections reduced the inaccuracies at the near-surface. A stacked seismic section in time domain was created and additional bandpass- and F-K filters removed remaining noise. The final frequency bandwidths were 10/12 Hz–62/64 Hz for S1 and 10/12 Hz–70/72 Hz for S2. Furthermore, spectral balancing was applied and finite-difference (FD) migration moved the dipping reflectors to their true position and finally, the sections in time domain were converted to depth. See e.g. Hatton et al. (1986), Lavergne (1989), and Yilmaz (2001) for detailed descriptions of the processing algorithms.

4.3 ERT & TEM

The ERT surveys yielded time series of 27 current injections and for each of them 26 potential difference measurements with GPS base. The resistances were determined using a lock-in algorithm, where the potential difference is extracted from the noisy time series by using the known time-dependence of the injected current signal (Oppermann & Günther, 2018). The apparent resistivities were calculated by multiplication of the resistance with a geometric factor, which depends on the distances between the potential and current electrodes. From these apparent resistivities a pseudosection was created. The true resistivities were then reconstructed using the BERT inversion algorithm (Günther et al., 2006) based on a triangular model discretization that is able to take topography into account. For regularization, we used a geostatistical operator (Hermans et al., 2012; Jordi et al., 2018) with a correlation length of 800 m for the horizontal direction and 70 m for the vertical direction, in order to account for the predominant layering of the geological strata.

Processing of TEM data mainly includes noise removal by selective stacking and logarithmic gating. 1D inversion of the processed data was challenging due to affection by strong atmospheric and anthropogenic noise. The two obtained resistivity distributions based on the coil and SQUID receivers are overall similar, but the inversion results based on the SQUID receiver exhibited a higher consistency between neighboring stations, greater penetration depths and less artifacts caused by anthropogenic noise (Rochlitz et al., 2018). Nevertheless, using resistivity constraints from ERT and structural information from seismics, the reliability of inversion results could be evaluated.

4.4 Gravimetry

The processing of the gravity data (densely sampled stations along a profile in the Esperstedter Ried and sparse stations from regional surveys nearby) consisted of a uniform conversion of gravity observations to Bouguer anomalies. It followed the processing scheme which was used for the preparation of the gravity database of the Leibniz Institute for Applied Geophysics
Figure 5. Some of the data processing steps of the P- and $S_{II}$-wave reflection seismic data shown exemplarily for an individual shot record. Shot point 261 of P2 is located at around 4.68 km profile length in the final depth section shown in Fig. 7. Shown are (a) the raw data with an AGC of 500 ms, (b) the data after application of mutes and refraction statics, (c) after additional spectral balancing and scaling, and (d) the CRP shifted to reference datum at the position of shot point 261 after Kirchhof PSDM. Shot point 368 of S1 is located at around 1.24 km profile length in the final depth section shown in Fig. 6. Shown are (e) the raw data with an AGC of 200 ms, (f) the data after application of a bandpass filter, a vertical stack and a top mute, and (g) after additional FK filtering. The blue arrows mark the base of the Quaternary, the brown coal, and the base of the Tertiary in the shot records of P2 and S1, and the base of the Triassic sandstones in the shot record of P2.

in order to create a homogeneous data set for Germany (Skiba et al., 2011). Thus, it refers to common geodetic and geophysical reference systems (ETRS89, DHHN92, and IGSN71), a standard Bouguer density of 2670 kg m$^{-3}$, and a maximum radial distance of 166.70 km for the calculation of a spherical Bouguer cap and terrain effects. The formulas used comply with international standards (for details, see e.g. Hinze et al. (2005)): normal gravity by closed form formula of Somigliana (1929); atmospheric correction to normal gravity; free air correction by a series expansion to the 2nd order; Bouguer correction by closed formula for the gravity effect of a spherical cap of 166.70 km radius. Due to the use of ellipsoid heights for the calculation of normal gravity and geoid heights for the correction of the Bouguer cap and the terrain corrections, the resulting Bouguer
anomalies contain an indirect geophysical effect. However, this is a common international simplification in the calculation of Bouguer anomalies. Furthermore, this indirect geophysical effect does not affect the results and interpretations of this study, due to the local study area of only 12 km x 12 km and the rather regional trend (mainly N-S / NE-SW) of only 3.5 mGal (in addition to a mean value of 8.6 mGal; Skiba et al. (2011)).

Spherical terrain corrections were calculated using the DEM-D with 25 m cell size that was provided by BKG (2009). Its accuracy is $\pm$ 1–4 m for the position and $\pm$ 1–5 m for the heights, the latter depending on the roughness of the topography; height resolution is 0.01 m. For areas outside Germany, the DEM-D was complemented by SRTM data. The spherical terrain corrections were calculated in two steps: step 1 considered the near field terrain between 0 km and 25 km distance from a station using the DEM with 1 arcsec (ca. 25 m) cell size, whereas step 2 considered the far field terrain between 25 km to 166.70 km distance using the same DEM, but the heights were interpolated to 10 arcsec (ca. 250 m) cell size. The resulting complete Bouguer anomaly is the difference between the observed gravity and the sum of all correction terms. With regard to the accuracy of the results, it can be said that even if, for example, there is a height accuracy of only 0.2 m, the maximum error that would propagate into the Bouguer anomalies (Bouguer cap and free air correction) would be only 0.4 mGal, which would not significantly influence the interpretation. The regional data surrounding the Esperstedter Ried (12 km x 12 km area) has been gridded using kriging. This grid of Bouguer anomalies was subject to spectral filtering, to enhance the visibility of regional density contrasts and potential faults. Several spectral domain filters were tested in order to locate possible sources of gravity anomalies and to highlight fine changes in the gravity field and finally a so called 'tilt derivative' or 'tilt angle' filter (Miller & Singh, 1994) was applied, which is defined as

$$\Theta = \tan^{-1}\frac{\text{VDR}}{\text{THDR}},$$

where VDR is the first vertical derivative of the gravity anomaly, and THDR is the total horizontal derivative. This filter process generates maxima centered above the source of the anomaly. Its zero crossing is located close to the edges of source bodies. All amplitudes are restricted to values between $+\pi/2$ and $-\pi/2$ ($+90^\circ$ and $-90^\circ$), thus suppressing strong amplitudes and amplifying weak amplitudes.

The anomalies along the local profile in the Esperstedter Ried served as input for iterative 2.5D forward modelling. This quantitative interpretation step was realized using IGMAS+ (Interactive Geophysical Modelling Application System; Schmidt et al. (2011)). This software, originally designed for 3D gravity data, gravity gradient and magnetic modelling, enables the definition of bodies with constant or varying densities on polygonal cross sections (2D vertical planes) with finite strike length, thus enabling 2.5D forward modelling. A 2.5D model allows the rapid verification of hypotheses about the mass distribution in the subsurface, in cases where structural information is available only along profiles. As structural constraints, the interpreted sections of the seismic profiles P2 and S2, a cross section through the geological map (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b), and lithological information from boreholes were used. The densities used in the modelling are mean values from geophysical textbooks (e.g. Hinze et al. (2013)) and from forward modelling of adjacent areas (e.g. Gabriel et al. (2001), and references therein).
5 Results

5.1 Interpretation of seismic profiles P1 & S1 (W–E)

The reflection seismic profiles P1 and S1 were carried out across the Esperstedter Ried from west to east. P-wave profile P1 is of 2.98 km length and S\textsubscript{H}-wave profile S1 is of 1.04 km length. Profile S1 was surveyed after P1 and covers a selected area based on the interpretation of P1 which shows interesting near-surface structures in the western part.

In P1 and S1 (Fig. 6a, d) from the surface down to ca. 100 m depth and between ca. 1.20 km and 1.50 km profile length, mostly horizontal and continuous reflectors with partly high amplitudes are imaged, which represent Quaternary and Tertiary deposits (Fig. 6). These impedance contrasts represent layer boundaries. The high-amplitude reflector at ca. 10 m to 25 m depth, which is visible in both sections and traceable throughout the entire profile of S1, represents the boundary between the Quaternary gravel and silt, and the Tertiary clay. In section P1 (Fig. 6a), in about 100 m depth, within the Tertiary deposits, another high-amplitude reflector is imaged. It is mostly continuous and traceable throughout the entire profile, which we interpret as Tertiary brown coal and use as a marker horizon (Fig. 6b). In S1 (Fig. 6d), the brown coal shows no distinct reflector, but instead the internal structures of the Quaternary and Tertiary deposits can be observed in more detail compared to the P-wave section (for details see section 5.3 and Fig. 8).

Below the top Triassic, at ca. 250 m depth in P1, a horizontal reflector showing a partly strong impedance contrast is imaged in the east of both sections between 1 km and 2.40 km profile length, especially in P1 (Fig. 6a, b). This is interpreted as the boundary between the Lower Triassic sandstones and the Permian evaporites. The sandstones of the Lower Triassic show almost no internal structures and the area below the top of the Permian contains only poor reflections, probably due to the limited penetration depth of the seismic waves and the resolution limits.

To the west of P1 and S1, between 0 km and ca. 0.75 km profile length, shallowly-dipping reflectors form a bowl-shaped structure ca. 0.70 km in length at 100 m to 300 m depth within the Tertiary, Triassic and Permian deposits (Fig. 6a, c, d). The brown coal marker horizon was used to support the interpretation, since no boreholes are available in this area. Profile S1 shows only the eastern margin of this structure, but it gives more detailed information on the internal features of the formations with respect to the P-wave profile (Fig. 6d, e). Onlapping silt and clay layers of the Tertiary are observed above the coal, and further above are horizontal Tertiary and Quaternary deposits. Between ca. 0.80 km and 0.90 km profile length at ca. 100 m to 280 m depth V-shaped reflectors are observed in P1 (Fig. 6c). The same zone is characterized by synclinal reflectors and low reflectivity in S1 (Fig. 6d).

The Triassic sediments show local thinning and a general decrease in thickness from east to west. Numerous faults and fractures in the Tertiary, Triassic and Permian formations are imaged (Fig. 6f). In P1 steeply-dipping normal and reverse faults, which transverse the seismic profile, are identified, and in S1 not only the faults of P1 are imaged, but also other steep faults and many nearly vertical fractures within the bowl-shaped structures, some of which have been drawn in the interpretation (Fig. 6). These are not be observed in P1 since their scale is below the resolution limit of the P-wave profiles (Fig. 6e).

We interpret the large bowl-shaped structure (Fig. 6b, e, f) to be a former collapse sinkhole that opened during the Tertiary. The nearly vertical fractures within and below the subsidence sinkhole that crosscut the Triassic and the Permian indicate collapse of an underground cavity. Since the brown coal layer dips and is crosscut by some of the fractures, the sinkhole must
Figure 6. Seismic profiles P1 and S1 uninterpreted (a, c, d), with interpreted stratigraphy (b, e) and combined interpretation with seismic facies and seismic features (f). The red box in (a) marks the detail of P1 in (c) and the position of the S<sub>H</sub>-wave profile shown in (d) and (e). The seismic facies (A–F) and the seismic features (SF1–SF2) are exemplarily marked and are explained in section 5.3 and Fig. 8. The vertical exaggeration is 2:1 and the reference datum is 126 m a.s.l. for P1 and 124 m a.s.l. for S1.

have occurred after the deposition of the organic material. This is supported by the onlapping Tertiary and the horizontally-layered Quaternary sand and gravel above. The small structure more to the east seems to be a second collapse sinkhole with steep margins (Fig. 6e, f).

5.2 Interpretation of seismic profiles P2 & S2 (S–N)

Reflection seismic profiles P2 and S2 were carried out from south to north. P-wave profile P2 is of 5.10 km length, but only the first 4.50 km are analyzed, because of poor reflectivity in the most northern part. The S<sub>H</sub>-wave profile S1 is of 0.67 km length.
Profile S2 was surveyed after P2 and covers a selected area based on the interpretation of P2 which shows interesting near-surface structures in this part of the profile. The profile lengths of P2 and S2 were adapted so that they match the gravimetric profile to enable better comparability of interpretations, thus e.g. P2 starts at 2.10 km and ends at 6.60 km.

The most northern part of P2 between ca. 6.35 km and 6.60 km profile length from the surface down to about 400 m depth (Fig. 7a, b) shows irregular and discontinuous reflectors of low amplitudes. They represent the Permian Zechstein formations of the Kyffhäuser hills. This area is separated from the south by a steep, northward-dipping thrust fault, the KSMF.

South of the KSMF, at 50 m to 100 m depth (Fig. 7a, b), a continuous, high-amplitude reflector is imaged, which is traceable throughout almost the entire profile. Just as in P1 and S1, this impedance contrast is interpreted as the boundary between the Quaternary and Tertiary deposits. A second, mostly continuous reflector with high impedance contrast is visible between ca. 2.90 km and 6.35 km profile length at 100 m to 200 m depth, which is interpreted as the top of the brown coal (Fig. 7a, b, d, e), and is further used as a marker horizon. The thickness of the Tertiary formation decreases from north to south. The Triassic sandstones below show no internal structures, but at ca. 250 m depth, a discontinuous, high-amplitude reflector is imaged. This is interpreted as the top of the Permian Zechstein, which is traceable throughout the entire profile P2 (Fig. 7a, b). Repeatedly, between 3.20 km and 6.35 km profile length the reflector shows low reflectivity, but between ca. 2.40 km and 3.20 km profile length it is continuous and has even higher amplitudes. These two areas are separated by a steep northward-dipping normal fault (Fig. 7b, e, f).

Directly south of the KSMF, between 5.10 km and 6.35 km profile length, dipping reflectors that form a bowl-shaped structure within the Quaternary to Permian deposits are imaged (Fig. 7a, b, f). In contrast to the two structures observed in P1 and S1, the Quaternary is affected too. The deepest point of the bowl-shaped structure is at ca. 400 m depth and coincides with a low reflectivity zone in the Permian Zechstein. Another 0.30 km wide depression was identified to the south between 2.10 km and 2.40 km profile length at 200 m to 350 m depth within the Quaternary to Permian sediments (Fig. 7a, b). A third bowl-shaped structure was imaged at shallow depth, in the near-surface between 3.30 km and 3.45 km profile length at ca. 40 m to 100 m depth. This was pointed out as the area of interest for the $S_H$-wave reflection seismic survey S2 (Fig. 7c, d, e). The high-amplitude reflectors of the top of the Tertiary are also observed in S2, but the impedance contrast is weaker than in P2. In S2 details of the internal structure of the different formations can be recognized (for details, see section 5.3 and Fig. 8).

Besides the KSMF, other steep faults are identified below the northern depression and below the near-surface structure to the south (Fig. 7f). The profiles P2 and S2 reveal that the fault below the near-surface structure, between 3.30 km and 3.45 km profile length at ca. 40 m to 100 m depth, is not a single fault, but instead is a fault zone and nearly vertical fractures within the Lower Tertiary sediments are also imaged in S2.

The low reflectivity areas of the top Permian are assumed to be the result of leaching/dissolution processes, similar to the bowl-shaped structures, which are interpreted as a near-surface collapse sinkhole that developed due to cavity collapse and two deep, syn-sedimentary, sagging sinkholes that were generated due to slow mass movement of material. In contrast to the dissolved Permian to the north, it is less affected by dissolution to the south, as indicated by strong impedance contrasts, which are probably the result of unimpaired evaporite sequences. The steep fault, at ca. 3.20 km profile length, may serve as a barrier for groundwater flow coming from the Kyffhäuser hills.
**Figure 7.** Seismic profiles P2 and S2 uninterpreted (a, c, d), with interpreted stratigraphy (b, e) and combined interpretation with seismic facies and seismic features (f). The profile lengths of P2 and S2 were adapted so that they match with the gravimetric profile to enable better comparability of interpretations, thus e.g. P2 starts at 2.10 km and ends at 6.60 km. The red box in (a) marks the detail of P2 in (c) and the position of the S_H-wave profile shown in (d) and (e). The seismic facies (A-F) and the seismic features (SF1-SF4) are exemplarily marked and are explained in section 5.3 and Fig. 8. The borehole 01/1971 was projected onto the seismic profile over a distance of 1 km, the borehole 15/1952 was projected over a distance of 430 m, and the borehole 95/1962 is located directly beside the seismic section. The vertical exaggeration of the seismic sections is 2:1 and the reference 150 m a.s.l. for P2 and 121 m a.s.l. for S2.
5.3 Seismic facies analysis

The procedure of the seismic facies analysis is based on Roksandic (1978). A total of six seismic facies types (A–F) and four seismic features (SF1–SF4) can be identified in the P- and the S\(_{H}\)-wave seismic data on the basis of configuration, continuity, amplitude, and frequency content (Fig. 8). A comparison of P-wave and S-wave was not possible for all facies and feature types, because for some locations only P-wave data was available.

The three facies A–C are characterized by continuous to semi-continuous reflectors and represent more or less undisturbed layers. Facies A consists of Quaternary and Upper Tertiary with continuous, horizontal, and parallel reflectors. Compared to the S-wave sections, the P-wave sections show low amplitudes in the uppermost part due to resolution limits. As a result, the silt, sand and gravel layers of the Quaternary are not imaged, and the deeper parts are of high amplitudes. The S-wave data, however, show generally high amplitudes with a high frequency content and the differentiation of individual reflectors within the two formations is more detailed, due to the improved resolution. Facies A might be a good water conduit for horizontal water flow, due to the permeable gravel and sand layers, but noticeable vertical fluid pathways, which are important for subsurface dissolution, were not identified. Facies B shows the internal structures of the lower Tertiary silt, gravel, sand, and clay, and it has semi-continuous, wavy to sigmoid-parallel reflector patterns. Both P- and S-wave data show a high frequency content, but the amplitudes in the S-wave are higher for this facies and the reflectors are thinner and more detailed compared to the P-wave data. Facies B, with its semi-continuous reflector patterns, could favour vertical water flow. Facies C shows the Tertiary fill of a dissolution-induced sinkhole with oblique to parallel reflectors. P-wave and S-wave data show slightly different images. In the P-wave data, the Tertiary fill is visible as semi-continuous reflectors of medium amplitudes and medium frequency content, and in the S-wave data an onlap fill is observed with continuous reflectors, high amplitudes, and medium frequency content. In contrast to the Tertiary deposits of Facies B, the depression fill does not seem to be strongly fractured.

The three facies D–F are characterized by mostly discontinuous reflectors and represent disturbed layers. Facies D consists of Lower Triassic sandstones of the Buntsandstein, and the pattern configuration can be described as hummocky-clinoforms. In the P-wave data this facies is discontinuous, of low amplitudes and low frequency content, and in the S-wave data semi-continuous reflectors of medium amplitudes and medium frequencies are observed. The sandstones are disturbed and no internal structures are identified for both wave types, as a result it is most likely that the fractured, permeable sandstones serve as fluid pathways for vertical and lateral groundwater flow. Facies E shows the different types of the top Permian horizon, which are identified in the seismic sections. Facies E1 shows the undisturbed case with continuous, mostly horizontal and parallel reflector patterns. Two differentiations for the undisturbed evaporite can be made. High amplitudes might indicate thicker salt layers that generate a stronger impedance contrast against the Triassic sandstones above, compared to medium amplitudes of possibly evaporite (anhydrite, gypsum) that would generate a weaker impedance contrast. Facies E2 shows the disturbed case with discontinuous, hummocky to chaotic reflection patterns, low amplitudes, and low frequency content. Both P- and S-wave data show the same characteristics and this facies is interpreted as fractured and leached Zechstein formations, and potential zones affected by dissolution processes. Facies F images the interior of the Permian Zechstein formations. Just like for Facies E2, P- and S-wave data are very similar showing discontinuous and chaotic reflectors with no internal structures.
**Figure 8.** Six different seismic facies (A–F) and four seismic features (SF1–SF4) were identified in the study area. Four seismic reflection parameters were used to classify the different types: a) configuration, b) continuity, c) amplitude, and d) frequency. The P-wave and S-wave facies are marked with ‘P’ and ‘S’. Comparison of P- and S\textsubscript{HF}-wave data could not be carried out for all facies and feature types, because for some locations only P-wave data is available.
The seismic feature SF1 consists of semi-continuous reflector patterns that form a bowl-shaped structure in both P- and $S_H$-wave data, although the amplitudes in the $S_H$-wave data are generally higher, as is the frequency content. It is interpreted as a broad collapse sinkhole with more or less horizontal layers above. In the S-wave data a divergent fill and fractured rocks beneath the sinkhole are identified. Seismic feature SF2 shows different characteristics in P-wave and S-wave. In the P-wave data, discontinuous reflectors form V-shaped troughs of medium amplitudes and medium frequency content, whereas in the $S_H$-wave data semi-continuous reflectors form parallel, synclinal structures of low amplitudes and low frequency. It is interpreted as another dissolution-induced, steeper, collapse sinkhole. Seismic feature SF3 consists of multiple troughs of continuous to semi-continuous reflectors of high and low amplitudes and medium to low frequency content. It is interpreted as a dissolution-induced depression, also called sagging sinkhole, and the sagging is either still ongoing or was active until recent times, which is supported by the fact that all formations from the Permian to the Quaternary are involved. Seismic feature SF4 is similar to SF3, but in contrast only a U-shaped trough is observed in SF4. Just like SF3 all formations from the Permian to the Quaternary are affected, which is interpreted as a sagging sinkhole, where sagging is ongoing.

Although P- and $S_H$-wave reflection seismic data image the same subsurface structures, the seismic facies imaging can be different due to the variations in penetration depth and resolution of the seismic waves types, which can influence the interpretation of the reflection pattern. Therefore, we suggest a combined analysis of P-wave and $S_H$-wave seismic data.

5.4 Interpretation of ERT & TEM

Figure 9 shows the inversion results of TEM and ERT in combination with the interpreted geological structures of seismic profile P2. The target depth of the TEM method is between 300 m and 600 m, depending on the subsurface conductivity characteristics (Rochlitz et al., 2018), and the target depth of the ERT is of ca. 400 m. For the TEM survey at the fixed loop positions 2 and 3, a five-layer model instead of the original four-layer model by Rochlitz et al. (2018) was evaluated to be more suitable to explain data as well as subsurface resistivities. The profile length annotations were adapted to match with the gravimetric profile to enable better comparability of interpretations, thus e.g. the ERT profile starts at 2.10 km and ends at 6.60 km.

In the near-surface within the Quaternary deposits the electrical resistivity ranges from ca. 10 $\Omega$m to 40 $\Omega$m between 2.10 km and 5.80 km profile length down to 30 m depth. In the north, the KSMF is located and due to the thrust fault, leached Zechstein is found only a few meters below the surface showing resistivities of several hundreds of $\Omega$m. North of the KSMF, the salt is completely dissolved/eroded.

Below ca. 100 m and 300 m depth a broad zone of low resistivity with less than 10 $\Omega$m between 2.30 km and 6.10 km profile length is observed. This zone corresponds with Tertiary and Triassic deposits, as interpreted in the seismic sections P2 and S2. Within this zone is an extremely conductive thin layer of approximately 1 $\Omega$m, which is in particular resolved by the TEM data. The boundaries of this layer coincide well with main seismic reflectors. It is interpreted to match with saline aquifers between the lignite and the Triassic Buntsandstein. Unfortunately, there are no continuous TEM-soundings across the entire profile available. In contrast, the ERT inversion data smears this layer over greater thickness due to limitations of resolution, but proves its continuity.
Figure 9. TEM profiles (a) on seismic profile P2 and ERT profile (b) with interpreted seismic structures in black. The profile lengths were adapted so that they match with the gravimetric profile to enable better comparability of interpretations, thus, e.g., the ERT profile starts at 2.1 km and ends at 6.6 km. The vertical exaggeration is around 2:1 and the reference datum is 150 m a.s.l. for the ERT and TEM data.

From 3.10 km to 2.10 km profile length the extremely conductive layer vanishes and resistivities between 100 m and 300 m depth increase slightly, as shown by the ERT and TEM FL 1, which is probably related to the fault zone at 3.20 km. The fault might hamper the lateral groundwater flow, and therefore, the lateral distribution of the salt water coming from the dissolved Permian deposits, which migrated upward along the faults and fractures to the north due to artesian-confined groundwater conditions.

The top Permian at 250 m to 300 m depth, as indicated by seismic interpretation, correlates with the top of the TEM basement layer with high resistivities of more than 100 Ωm. This is also visible in the ERT result, but the contrast is smoother and does not reveal a unique basement depth. At 5.50 km profile length, the ERT shows lower electrical resistivities reaching depths of 500 m. This coincides well with the interpreted fault. This area correlates also with the position of dissolution-induced structures, like the sinkholes above. Therefore, it is an indicator for salt-water rise, due to dissolution of Zechstein evaporites and artesian-confined groundwater conditions. The rising salt water is the reason for the development of the inland salt marsh. A similar low-resistivity area at such great depths is located at 2.10 km to 2.50 km on the profile. However, since the profile ends there, detailed interpretation is speculative.

Overall, the ERT and TEM results are in very good agreement with the seismic interpretation, although no joint inversion was carried out, which would improve the quality of the datasets and their interpretation.

5.5 Interpretation of gravimetry

The prominent features on the Bouguer map (Fig. 10a) are in remarkably good agreement with the near-surface strata on the geological map (Fig. 1). The contours of the central positive Bouguer anomaly of +18 mGal (1 Gal = 0.01 m/s²) clearly follow
the outline of the Carboniferous (Kyffhäuser Formation) and Permian (Zechstein) rocks. The roundish negative anomaly of -8 mGal to the SW correlates with outcropping Triassic (Muschelkalk) formations, whereas the WNW–ESE strike direction of an elongated, central gradient zone matches the geometry of Tertiary and Quaternary sediments in the Esperstedter Ried.

The tilt-angle filter (Fig. 10b) reveals an elongated source beneath the Kyffhäuser hills and a local low in the southern part of the Esperstedter Ried. In general, negative values correlate well with the location of Quaternary fluvial sediments of low density and areas with presumed mass loss due to dissolution of soluble rocks, while the majority of positive values surround Triassic, Permian and Carboniferous outcrops.

Quantitative interpretation was accomplished by iterative 2.5D forward modelling of the gravimetric profile GR (Fig. 10c, d). This simplified approach is suitable for the S–N profile, since the Bouguer anomalies depict an elongated structure of roughly 10 km length. It strikes nearly perpendicular to the profile, and therefore exhibits, as a first-order approximation, a 2D character. The measured anomalies (red curve in Fig. 10c) show a strong positive anomaly of +18 mGal in the northern part of the profile, and decreasing values towards the south, reaching a minimum of 0.4 mGal. Three small-scale (short wavelength) minima and one large-scale (long wavelength) minimum are observed in the southern part. The large-scale positive anomaly in the north results from the uplifted Kyffhäuser hills and the KSMF, a reverse fault, which is represented by high density Permian and Carboniferous strata, and the absence of low density rock salt in this region. The Kyffhäuser hills have only a thin cover of unconsolidated material, but consist of dense bedrock (e.g. conglomerate, anhydrite) close to the surface. The generally lower Bouguer values in the southern part result from a thicker cover of unconsolidated sediments, damage zones within the bedrock as observed in the seismic sections, the presence of low density material, especially Tertiary brown coal and Permian salt, and possible formation of open or filled cavities. Especially, the latter is interpreted as a result of the dissolution processes in ca. 300 m depth. South of the KSMF, three local small-scale minima are identified (Fig. 10c & d), which are not well explained by the modelling approach (blue curve in Fig. 10c) using constant densities for each layer. These minima correlate with dissolution-induced sagging and collapse sinkholes imaged on the corresponding seismic profiles P2 and S2 (Fig. 7), therefore locally-varying densities are plausible, e.g. the Permian Zechstein of an area that is strongly affected by dissolution has a higher density (2600 kg/m$^3$) than in areas with less or no dissolution processes (2150 kg/m$^3$), due of the absence of salt, which has a low density (see, e.g. Müller et al. (2021)). Furthermore, between the two southernmost local minima (at ca. 3 km profile length), a weak positive local maximum is detected, which correlates with a high amplitude reflector of the top Permian in the seismic profile P2. This indicates less or no dissolution in this area compared to the northern part of the Esperstedter Ried.

The observed misfit in the forward modelling, e.g. the difference between measured and calculated anomalies, suggests that locally limited areas with varying densities must be located in depths of e.g. 150 m to 250 m. Further to the north of the inland salt marsh one large-scale minimum is observed, which correlates with a basin-like structures identified in seismic section P2 (Fig. 7). Based on our results, we assume that it developed because of syn-sedimentary sagging due to slow dissolution-induced mass movement. The syn-sedimentary development enabled the accumulation of higher amounts of unconsolidated Quaternary sediments and also Tertiary deposits with lower densities, compared to the surrounding areas. As a result, a large-scale minimum is seen in the gravity data at this location.
Figure 10. Bouguer anomalies (a) show a positive anomaly for the Kyffhäuser hills and the tilt derivative (b; e.g. Miller & Singh (1994)) shows a negative anomaly for the Esperstedter Ried because of mass movement due to subsurface dissolution and the accumulation of, e.g., Quaternary sediments with lower density. In the local Bouguer anomalies of the profile GR (c) three small-scale and one large-scale local minima are observed (d), which correlate with dissolution-induced mass loss identified in the seismic sections P2 and S2. The legend contains the description of the modelled formations and their assumed densities taken from literature. The blue line in (a) and (b) is the gravimetric profile GR. The vertical exaggeration is 2:1.

The results show that even large-scale gravimetry can help to identify possible areas prone to dissolution, and eventually sinkhole development.
6 Discussion

6.1 Conceptual subsurface dissolution model of the Esperstedter Ried

To better understand the local dissolution processes of the Esperstedter Ried, the geological evolution of the region has to be first reconstructed. This includes the sedimentary depositional history and the development of large-scale geological structures, like faults or basins (McCann & Saintot, 2003), which can be identified directly using seismic and indirectly using gravimetric methods (Conrad, 1996; Hinze et al., 2013). These structures can have an influence on past and recent dissolution processes, e.g., enhanced dissolution and mass movement at faults (Closson & Abou Karaki, 2009; Del Prete et al., 2010; Ezersky & Frumkin, 2013a; Wadas et al., 2017). After reconstructing the general geological evolution of the Esperstedter Ried, the factors controlling the local dissolution processes will be outlined and a conceptual model will be presented.

In the Esperstedter Ried the P- and S_H-wave reflection seismsics and the gravimetric investigation revealed large- and small-scale structures, like faults, fractures and thickness variations, delivering a structural model of the area. With regard to the fault development, it is known that from the Upper Cretaceous to the Lower Tertiary, the Kyffhäuser hills were upthrusted and the KSMF developed (Freyberg, 1923; Seidel, 2003). This fault has a Hercynian strike, which can be observed in the geological map of Bad Frankenhausen (Schriel & Bülow, 1926a, b) and in the gravimetry data (Fig. 10). This preferred Hercynian strike direction of northern Germany can also be observed in the formations shown in the reflection seismic profiles P2 and S2 (Fig. 7), in which other faults were identified that transverse the profiles, cut the Lower Tertiary, and show approximately a NW–SE strike. It has to be noted that the Bouguer anomaly maps shown in this study have a resolution limit of 1 km and therefore cannot image this scale of faulting.

Furthermore, we assume that the uplift of the Kyffhäuser hills led to flexural isostasy (Watts, 2001) in the southern foreland and therefore regional, large-scale subsidence, which has to be distinguished from the local dissolution-induced subsidence. After Weber (1930) and also according to recent sinkhole classification models by, e.g. Gutiérrez et al. (2014) and Parise (2019), dissolution-induced sagging/subsidence can be subdivided into three phases: (1) dissolution of salt, (2) hydration of anhydrite and transformation into gypsum, and (3) leaching of gypsum. During the first phase, planar cavities are formed along the salt layer resulting in local sagging and during the third phase funnel-shaped cavities are formed and after collapse they form a sinkhole. These three phases can be identified in the Esperstedter Ried, utilizing the seismic sections (Figs. 6 & 7) and the gravimetric modelling results. They enabled the identification of large sagging structures, e.g. visible by thickness variations (explained in more detail below) and salt water rise that represent the first phase, and mass movement and collapse structures that represent the third phase. These structures can be correlated with local minima of the Bouguer anomaly (Fig. 10), which is evidence of mass movement and mass removal. Altogether this proves the assumption of dissolution-induced subsidence at the Esperstedter Ried.

Overall, the Permian, Triassic and Tertiary formations show thickness variations across the study area. Except for local variations, a general decrease in thickness from south to north, towards the KSMF, is observed for the Permian and Triassic deposits. The thickness variation of the Triassic is probably a result of erosion after deposition and a varying accommodation space during deposition, but the thickness variations of the Zechstein are mostly the result of dissolution. Since faults are able
to enhance such processes (Closson & Abou Karaki, 2009; Del Prete et al., 2010; Ezersky & Frumkin, 2013a; Wadas et al., 2017), the dissolution process is more intense close to the KSMF and more salt and gypsum are dissolved leading to mass movement and a decrease in thickness of the Zechstein formation. Other reasons, such as active diapirs and salt movement, as reasons for the Zechstein thickness variations can be excluded. According to the geological map, the top Carboniferous is found in ca. 550 m depth and the thickness of the Permian is expected to be between ca. 350 m to 400 m. The salt in the Permian deposits needs to be much thinner, so even if the top Carboniferous varies in depth it is highly unlikely that the salt layer would be thick enough to form active diapirs (Schultz-Ela et al., 1993; Jackson et al., 1994). Salt movement due to increased differentiated load is also unlikely, because areas with a thicker Triassic Buntsandstein do not correlate with areas of thinner Permian deposits (Schultz-Ela et al., 1993), instead the opposite is observed. However, the thickness of the Triassic sandstones does have an influence on the formation of dissolution-induced structures. Great thicknesses of a compact rock are relatively stable against subsidence and collapse, because even when cavities are formed in the Zechstein formations beneath, the sediments above the cavity would form a structural arch (Waltham et al., 2005), which should prevent collapse and subsidence. Whereas low thicknesses of the Triassic sandstones increase the possibility of cavity collapse and local subsidence, which is the case in the Esperstedter Ried. Further evidence for the long lasting subsidence is given by the Tertiary brown coal that was deposited during the Oligocene, and which shows a varying thickness and a dip variation of 10° to 60° (Frank, 1845). It is unlikely that the brown coal was deposited with such a high dip, so we assume that the brown coal thickness variations are a result of continued dissolution-induced sagging during deposition, with thinner brown coal at the basin margins and thicker brown coal at the basin centre.

A better understanding of the recent local dissolution processes, however, also requires detailed knowledge about the fluid pathways and the localization of dissolution zones. This was accomplished using ERT/TEM, and seismic facies analysis of P- and S\textsubscript{H}-waves. The top of the soluble Permian rocks was detected at 250 m to 300 m depth, so near-surface dissolution, as it is the case for the town of Bad Frankenhausen, north of the KSMF (Wadas et al., 2016; Kobe et al., 2019), is not possible. The unsaturated groundwater needs to reach greater depths in order to leach the evaporites such as salt and anhydrite. One of this groundwater levels is detected at 150 m to 200 m depth according to the TEM data, which shows a low resistivity zone in this depth. Regarding this, downward water flow through a fracture network is required for its enlargement and further solution in soluble rocks (Billi et al., 2007). Although this process takes place mostly at shallower depths, a correlation between fractures and dissolution features is observed for the Esperstedter Ried from the seismic facies analysis. The low resistivity zone of the TEM data is connected with the soluble rocks through a fractured seismic facies of the Triassic and Lower Tertiary, as shown in the S\textsubscript{H}-wave data (Fig. 8). Faults are also very important for vertical water flow, and this is shown by the ERT data. At faults the water can migrate downwards and dissolve the deeper soluble rocks, as observed in seismic profile P2 and the ERT (Figs. 7 & 9), where below the sagging structures steep faults crosscut the Tertiary, Triassic and probably Permian deposits, and serve as large fluid pathways. The water can also migrate upward along the fault planes (Legrand & Stringfield, 1973) and fractures (Pusch et al., 1997; Westhus et al., 1997), mostly due to artesian-confined groundwater flow towards the surface, as is the case for the Esperstedter Ried. The ERT identified an area of low resistivity at the surface between 3.9 km and 4.7 km profile length, which is the centre of the inland salt marsh (Fig. 9). Besides the fluid pathways, possible dissolution zones have also
been identified by the P-wave reflection seismic profiles and the ERT. Areas affected by dissolution show a less pronounced top Zechstein reflector, and a lower resistivity. The leaching and the mass movement destroy the layer boundary and the layering of the Zechstein, therefore no continuous reflector can be observed (e.g. below the large sagging structure to the north of P2). The opposite is visible in the south of P2, where a strong impedance contrast without a low resistivity zone is imaged for the top Zechstein, indicating less dissolution.

Altogether, the tectonic and depositional history indicate that dissolution processes were probably triggered by tectonic movements and fault development and therefore, they were probably most active during and after the tectonic phases of the Tertiary, but are still ongoing, as evidenced by continuous salt water rise at the Esperstedter Ried (TMLNU, 2008) and recent subsidence and sinkhole development (Jankowski, 1964; Wadas et al., 2016; Kobe et al., 2019).

### 6.2 Workflow for geophysical investigations of areas affected by sinkhole problems

Based on the results of this study, we propose that our combined geophysical approach is suitable to generally investigate areas affected by sinkhole problems and to create conceptual models that describe the factors controlling dissolution-induced subsidence and sinkhole formation, which also help to identify hazardous areas. Our recommended workflow (Fig. 11) will be explained in the following, including conditions and limitations of the proposed methods that have to be kept in mind.

Reflection seismics is the preferred method to identify sagging- and collapse structures, and also faults and fractures, even in urbanized regions, as other studies have shown for P-waves (e.g. Steeples et al. (1986); Evans et al. (1994); Miller & Steeples (2008); Keydar et al. (2012)) and for $S_H$-waves (e.g. Miller et al. (2009); Pugin et al. (2013); Polom et al. (2016); Wadas et al. (2016); Polom et al. (2018)). Especially the combined approach of using P- and $S_H$-waves in this study improves the understanding of local dissolution structures. With the P-wave reflection seismics large-scale and with the $S_H$-wave reflection seismics small-scale structures can be identified. But since dissolution results in strong vertical and lateral variations of the underground, a densely-spaced seismic survey has to be acquired in order to image these variations. Furthermore, the penetration depth of the seismic waves has to be considered. Shear-waves can image the underground at higher resolution than P-waves in the case of water-saturated and unconsolidated sediments, but the penetration depth is lower. As a result, with the equipment used in this study, shear-wave reflection seismics is able to image the underground down to ca. 300 m depth and the P-wave reflection seismics delivers images from ca. 30 m below surface to ca. 400 m to 500 m depth. Another seismic source with a higher energy transmission might solve this problem, and to detect smaller dissolution features at the near-surface, higher sweep frequencies, and at least a smaller source and receiver spacing, should be used. The seismic facies analysis has shown that one and the same facies unit can have different characteristics, depending on the wave-type applied, but both, P- and $S_H$-wave reflection seismic methods combined, can give valuable information about dissolution- and fracture zones, and therefore potential fluid pathways. With a combined approach the advantages of both methods can be used to create a structural model covering a wide range of scales from deep and large-scale structures to near-surface and small-scale features. Based on such a sophisticated structural model, the sedimentary depositional history can be reconstructed.

Another type of geophysical methods are geoelectric (e.g. ERT) and electromagnetic (e.g. TEM) techniques. ERT has shown to be useful in identifying aquifers and fluid pathways in karst regions (e.g. Militzer et al. (1979); Bosch & Müller (2001);
Margiotta et al. (2012); Miensopust et al. (2015)), especially in combination with seismic methods that deliver structural constraints (e.g. Sandersen & Jørgensen (2003); Bosch & Müller (2005); Tanner et al. (2020)). The advantage of TEM over ERT is the improved resolution in the near-surface down to ca. 300 m depth, but without ERT the information about the electrical resistivity in greater depths e.g. 400 m to 500 m would be missing, where subsurface dissolution and erosional processes at faults may occur at greater depths. In general, ERT is better suited to detect lateral resistivity variations, whereas TEM is highly sensitive to conductive structures. Similar to seismic methods, the source and receiver spacing is the determining factor for the possibility to detect aquifers, fluid pathways, or dissolution zones. In this study, the spacing of 200 m for the ERT and of 50 m for the TEM survey was sufficient to recover larger solution features (e.g., the low resistivity zone at the fault in profile P2 at 5.60 km profile length), but targeting near-surface, small-scale dissolution zones would require survey layouts with denser source and receiver spacings. It is also necessary to note that ERT has a restricted applicability in urban areas due to disturbances by electromagnetic noise. In contrast, Rochlitz et al. (2018) demonstrated that the inversion results of a SQUID-based TEM exhibits a higher consistency between neighboring stations and less artifacts caused by anthropogenic noise compared to classical coil-based TEM. The identified aquifers and salt-water bearing areas combined with the structural model can then be used to derive a hydrological model. From this hydrological model, together with the reconstructed sedimentary facies and depositional history of the region, the fluid pathways and potentially dissolution-affected zones can be derived.

Both reflection seismic- and electromagnetic methods do not deliver information about local mass movements or cavities induced by dissolution and subsurface erosion. For this gravimetry is the preferred method for near-surface investigations in order to depict density contrasts and local gravity anomalies (e.g. Butler (1984); Kersten et al. (2017); Kobe et al. (2019)). In our study, we show that structures and zones affected by dissolution as identified by the reflection seismic- and electromagnetic methods correlate with local minima of the Bouguer anomaly due to reduced densities. Therefore, the gravity data together with the structural model can be utilized to obtain a density-distribution model of the subsurface from which the local mass movement can be deduced. The station spacing for the gravimetry profile in this study was 100 m, which was appropriate to detect mass movement on a larger scale (e.g. the near-surface collapse structures producing local minima had a lateral extent of at least ca. 100 m). But in case of the detection of small-scale dissolution features, e.g. as it is necessary for urban environments, or the identification of other small-scale structures, we suggest to use a smaller station spacing (e.g. < 50 m) to obtain a better lateral resolution, which also allows an improved comparison with the structural data derived from the reflection seismic profiles.

By combining all the models/results, the local control factors of dissolution-induced subsidence and sinkhole formation can be determined and hazardous areas can be identified (Fig. 11).

7 Conclusions

The initial trigger of dissolution at the inland salt marsh of the Esperstedter Ried were the tectonic movements during the Tertiary, which led to the uplift of the Kyffhäuser hills and the formation of faults parallel and perpendicular to the low mountain range. The faults and the fractured Triassic and Lower Tertiary deposits serve as fluid pathways for groundwater
Figure 11. Recommended workflow for geophysical investigations of areas prone to subsurface dissolution and sinkhole development to determine controlling factors and hazardous areas.

to dissolve the deep Zechstein deposits, since dissolution and erosional processes are more intense near faults. The artesian-confined salt water rises towards the surface along the faults and fracture networks, which formed the inland salt marsh over time. In the past, dissolution of the Zechstein formations formed, now buried, sagging and collapse structures, but dissolution features are also found near the surface and, since the entire region is affected by recent sinkhole development, dissolution processes must be still ongoing.

We show that the combined analysis of P-wave and S\textsubscript{H}-wave reflection seismics is well suited to develop a structural model and locate buried dissolution structures and zones, faults and fractures, and potential aquifers and aquitards, on the basis of seismic facies analysis. To obtain a better insight into the hydrological conditions of an investigation area, ERT/TEM are effective in identifying and characterizing aquifers, aquitards, fluid pathways and dissolution zones. Further improvement is accomplished by including gravimetry to identify density contrasts and to detect dissolution-induced mass movement. Based on our results, we suggest a combined geophysical investigation of sinkhole areas to identify controlling factors and hazardous zones to better understand the dissolution processes.

In a next step, the structural, physical, and geological constraints derived from our proposed geophysical investigation workflow described above, could be used as input parameters for numerical modelling. Numerical modelling is widely used to better understand, e.g., physio-chemical or mechanical processes. In the context of subsurface dissolution, numerical modelling is applied to, e.g., simulate the time-dependent dissolution processes and the collapse mechanisms of sinkholes (Parise & Lollino, 2011; Salmi et al., 2017; Al-Halbouni et al., 2018; Perrotti et al., 2019; Shiau & Hassan, 2021). Important structural
input parameters from our recommended workflow are layer boundaries, facies types, faults, fractures, and sinkhole geometries. In addition, density and electrical resistivity values, and elastic parameters can be used as physical constraints, in order to depict, e.g., the mechanical strength of the modelled layers/formations. The derived geophysical and structural constraints could also be extended by adding a time component in the form of repeated surveys that enable the detection of time-varying parameters (e.g. mass loss rates and fracture propagation; e.g. Herwanger et al. (2013); Kobe et al. (2019)), which would enhance risk scenario simulations.

Furthermore, the presented workflow could also be applied to investigate other geohazards with similar controlling factors, such as landslides (Malehmir et al., 2016; Parise, 2022), which are affected by subsurface structures and facies distribution, ground stability of the layers/formations, hydrological conditions, e.g., fluid pathways, and mass redistribution.
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